Curb Storage Costs and Protect Your Data
with Komprise and Wasabi
With data growth skyrocketing, many IT organizations keep expanding costly
storage arrays—even though ~80% of data is rarely used within months of
creation. Keeping cold data on primary storage squanders capacity and budget
and extends backup windows, leaving valuable business data unprotected.
Komprise and Wasabi solve those problems.

Making Smarter Data Decisions Possible
Komprise and Wasabi have partnered to help businesses slash storage
costs and improve data protection. Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage is an
affordable and fast cloud object storage designed for any use case.
Komprise is an intelligent data management solution that lets you
automatically find cold data across network attached storage (NAS) and
archive it transparently to the Wasabi cloud. Together, the integrated
solution alllows companies to:
•

Seamlessly move cold data to Wasabi

•

Free up primary storage capacity

•

Shrink backup windows

•

Better align storage costs with data value

•

Avoid disruption to file-based users and applications

• Reduce storage costs
• Reclaim expensive primary
storage capacity
• Shorten backup cycles and
reduce risks
• Securely retain data for
compliance purposes

Seamlessly Archive Inactive Data
With Komprise, you can quickly identify cold data across all your NAS
storage via NFS and SMB/CIFS and easily archive it to Wasabi. In less than
15 minutes you can:
•

Gain insights into data usage across your storage environment

•

Perform a custom ROI analysis based on your policies and costs

•

Start intelligently moving data to Wasabi to free up primary storage
capacity

•

Improve recovery point and recovery-time objectives

Komprise delivers file-based NFS and SMB/CIFS access to data stored
as objects in the cloud, helping you streamline deployment and avoid
disruption. Users and applications access archived files the same
way they access local files, with no changes to the user experience or
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Benefits

1

Features
• Automatic, policy-based
archiving
• Ultra-low-cost secondary
cloud storage
• Seamless integration and
operation

requiring additional tools. It’s easy to configure data management policies, analyze costs, and plan capacity across
on-prem and cloud storage platforms.
Unlike competitive solutions, Komprise does not employ static stubs or agents, which are proprietary and can cause
difficulties, degrading primary storage performance or availability.

Boost Savings and Performance with Wasabi
Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage offers an affordable and high-performing cloud storage service, making it an ideal
secondary storage repository. It provides 11x9s of object durability and supports configurable data immutability to
protect against accidental deletions, ransomware and viruses, while improving regulatory compliance. Architected
as a highly parallelized system, Wasabi allows you to quickly move large datasets in and out of the cloud.

Komprise and Wasabi Architecture
Together, Wasabi and Komprise offer a solution that grows on demand, enabling you to handle today’s massive
scale of data, using intelligent automation. Wasabi provides secure, scalable, durable, and low-cost solutions for
data storage. Komprise was built from the ground up with no centralized bottlenecks—no agents, static stubs, or
central servers that limit scalability. With built-in high availability, Komprise handles scale-out by allowing companies
to add more virtual appliances as the amount of data managed grows. Using Komprise and Wasabi is the smart
answer to address organizations’ data growth challenges.

Learn More
Learn more about how Komprise and Wasabi can help you cut costs, free up primary storage capacity, and
strengthen data protection. Contact wasabi@komprise.com
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